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Abstract 

Big high dimensional data is becoming a challenging field of research. There exist a lot of techniques which infer 

information. However, because of the curse of dimensionality, a necessary step is the dimensionality reduction (DR) of the 

information. DR can be performed by linear and nonlinear algorithms. In general, linear algorithms are faster because of less 

computational burden. A related problem is dealing with time-varying high dimensional data, where the time dependence is 

due to nonstationary data distribution. Data stream algorithms are not able to project in lower dimensional spaces. Indeed, 

only linear projections, like principal component analysis (PCA), are used in real time while nonlinear techniques need the 

whole database (offline). The Growing Curvilinear Component Analysis (GCCA) neural network addresses this problem; it 

has a self-organized incremental architecture adapting to the changing data distribution and performs simultaneously the 

data quantization and projection by using CCA, a nonlinear distance-preserving reduction technique. This is achieved by 

introducing the idea of “seed”, pair of neurons which colonize the input domain, and “bridge”, a novel kind of edge in the 

manifold graph, which signals the data non-stationarity. Some artificial examples and a real application are given, with a 

comparison with other existing techniques. 
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1. Introduction 

 

ATA mining is more and more facing the extraction of meaningful information from big data (e.g. from internet), 

which is often very high dimensional. For both visualization and automatic purposes, their dimensionality has to 

be reduced. This is also important in order to learn the data manifold, which, in general, is lower dimensional 

than the original data. Dimensionality reduction (DR) also mitigates the curse of dimensionality: e.g., it eases classifi-

cation, analysis and compression of high-dimensional data.  

Most DR techniques work offline, i.e. they require a static database (batch) of data, whose dimensionality is re-

duced. They can be divided into linear and nonlinear techniques, the latter being in general slower, but more accurate 

in real world scenarios. See for an overview [1]. 

However, the possibility of using a DR technique working in real time is very important, because it allows not only 

having a projection after only the presentation of few data (i.e. a very fast projection response), but also tracking non-

stationary data distributions (e.g. time-varying data manifolds). This can be applied, for example, to all applications of 

real time pattern recognition, where the data reduction step plays a very important role: fault diagnosis, novelty detec-

tion, intrusion detection for alarm systems, speech, face and text recognition, computer vision and scene analysis and 

so on. 

Working in real time requires a data stream, a continuous input for the DR algorithms, which are defined as on-line 

or, sometimes, incremental (synonym of non-batch). They require, in general, data drawn from a stationary distribu-

tion. The fastest algorithms are linear and use the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) by means of linear neural net-

works, like the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm (GHA, [2]), the Adaptive Principal-component Extractor (APEX, [3]) 

and the incremental PCA (candid covariance-free CCIPCA [4]).   

Nonlinear DR techniques are not suitable for online applications. Many efforts have been tried in order to speed-up 

these algorithms: updating the structure information (graph), new data prediction, embedding updating. However, the-

se incremental versions (e.g. iterative LLE, [5], incremental Laplacian eigenmaps [6], incremental Hessian LLE [7]) 

require too a cumbersome computational burden and are useless in real time applications. 

Neural networks can also be used for data projection. In general, they are trained offline and used in real time (re-
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